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VISIONS OF

TURKEY INFORMS ENTENTE POWERS

SNIPERS AT

ILE8 FRO M PARIS FORTS
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WORK
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OFFICER

COULD NOT HAVE ORDERED
MEN TO FIRE

IN

OPEN MARKET

esting and hard fought case involving
The Battle in Detail
an award of a little over $7,000 to the
Sept.' 11. A dispatch, to
VENGEANCE appellee by the district court, for a
the Times from Bordeaux dated TOOK ANCIENT
TO
right of way for a spur to the Navajo
Thursday says:
"Since Monday, when the enemy's COMMANDED SLAYING OF. BEL- - coil mine hear Gallup. The appellee
9
i
had appealed to the district court from
sweep southeast of Paris was checked
G1AN WHO;SLEW HIS OWN
TO
on the Grande Morin, the German war
the award of the appraisers and had
A
COVRADES
machine has been showing signs of
won out. The railroad company was
wear and a fresh day of battle has
represented by Colonel Ralph E. Twit-ctuclosed with, the allies in. a more favand Colonel B. W. Dobson, whilo
On Sunday there 3
orable position
FATHERSJXECliTIONERS Jamison and Vigil represented the apwas furious fighting along the- Grande
pellee.
Morin. which continued at La Ferte BL'T THEY DID NOT HESITATE TO
For tomorrow the case of the State
Gaucher throughout the night, and on
New Mexico, appellee, vs. Jose P.
of
BEARD-A
TURN GUNS UPON
'
Monday morning the enemy began a
Lucero,
appellant from Santa Fe
LESS YOUTH
retreat on their next line along the
county, Is set for argument. Lucero
Petit Morin.
was one of the four legislators who
"On Tuesday the German, commandIiOiidon, Sept. 11 (by mail to Asso figured in the Room 44 episode and
er became apprehensive for the safety ciated
Press). One of the most vivid was found guilty of soliciting a bribe
of his communications.
accounts of an. episode of war comes and sentenced to the penitentiary by
"North of Paris the French found
from the Lokal Anzeiger of August District Judge E. C. Abbott He rep- RUSSIANS
ARE DEFEATED IN EAST PRUSSIA
room for assembling a large
FIGHTING
OF
BRUNT
ample
BEAR
ENGLISH TROOPS
24.
is a litter from Paul Oskar resented Rio Arriba county in the legIt
were
BlipBritish
army and while the
Hoecker, a Berlin playwright now islature. The case of the State vs.
ping from the northeast of Paris to
as captain of the reserve. His Arnado Ancheta, appellant, from Vathe east with the Germans, their serving
"A Nation ia Arms" Is being lencia county, is also set for arguplay
Are ReportecTto Be Retreating Before the Troops of General Von
place of glory was taken by a strong
Britons, by Brilliant Generalship and Gallant Conduct of Enlisted French force, which moved up to the given at the Berlin opera house.which ment.
He describes-- a, mission on
Bretkendorff, Abandoning All Resistance and Endeavoring
liver Ourcq and became a very seri he was
Men Win a Place in the Hall of History Devoted to the
HEAVY BOUNTY CLAIMS
to search for arms
dispatched
ous menace to the enemy's retreating
to Escape Galling Fire of the Kaiser's Guns Czar's
Santa Fe, Sept. Ill The board of
in a Belgian villsca in which shots
Heroes of the New War The Kaiser's Men Are
movement.
...has employed
cfliifttE..ElommU4monAFS
Forces Will Wail lot Winter Attack, Reported
'
"
? "TIT? Ourrq formed the; upper .blade- .
Led into Deadly Trap and Slaughtered
His inactivns wore to sum A..' J.
Jr.iA audit tb wild
of a pair of shears of which, as they troops.
mon the villagers to deliver up their animal bounty claims which have
were' gradually closed, the Grande
arms and those in whose possession been piling up against the county and
Morin, the Petit Morin and the river
Washington, Sept 11. The German and are now retreating everywhere.
arms were found after they declartd totaling something like $4,000. MorOfficial German advices received in Washington declare that the
Marne formed the lower blade.
received the following The eastern army is pursuing the Rusthat they had none were to be instant rison finds that some of the claims embassy today
50
sians in a southeasterly direction toheld their own in two days of fighting east of Paris, capturing
the German staff realBerlin:
"Immediately
from
message
ten
and
more
than
date
back
years
ly shot.
retired the right flank on the adbut
to
thousand
wards
the river Niemen.
endeavored
several
it
and
prisoners,
situation
this
ized
entente
three
appre"The
powers,
guns
Describing a visit to Jung Busch are mere statements that such and
ni
vance of strong hostile columns.
extricate Itself from between the
in
were inclined to believe, how-- e'
favor
Intervention
so
They
to
Turkey's
had
hending
claims
been assigned
he says that at one house were found such
Earlier dispatches from Berlin represented the Germans as having blades by a rapid retreat and by a
to
and
of
Austria,
expressed
as the special privileges
so
without
that
that
and
of
Germany
any
a
er,
any
woman
proof
and
old
an
a
man,
girl
lost 50 guns and several thousand prisoners. The French embassy, at Wash, series of furious but fruitless on- 13.
wild animals had been killed. As one Turkey their readiness to consent to granted by Turkey were woven In
Bordeaux of marked advances against
slaughts on the French holding the
ington has received reports from
"Any person might the abolition of capitulations In case most all of her engagements it would
'Then a terrible thing happened. official stated:
the German right wing. These appear to be based on statements by the right bank of the Ourcq.
be a breach of Turkey's treaty relaA sergeant and a private dragged a send in a claim for wild animals he of Turkey's neutrality during the pres"The fighting here has. been of a
French minister of war made public last night
killed In his dreams or while on a ent war.
with the entire world.
That
tions
out
of
the
housa
fellow
They
In
some
young
retired
have
Germans
the
peculiarly desperate character, which had found him
Today it is announced In Paris that
will
her
be
that
claim
neutrality
was
view
carefully
confirmed in Turkey's noti
replied
the
jag."
"Turkey
Every
among
hiding
two
of
50
miles.
that
or
is shown by the fact
places 40
iii the loft. He had in his hand scrutinized and unless accompanied was not to be purchased, and drawing fications that the Ottoman government
the Russians have standards captured, one, that of the straw
Important news comes from east Prussia where
a Belgian rifle loaded with five cart- by the proof demanded tfy the law the consequences from the notifica- had adopted "as the basis of its relainfantry regiment of
made little if any progress. They are now reported to be bombarding the Thirty-sixttion of the entente, the ambassadors at tions with ether powers;,the general
From the opening in the roof will be rejected.
ridges.
are indications, however, Madgeburg, was torn from the hands
hononce
strongly fortified capital of Koenigsberg. There
Issued a dispatch revoking the principles of international law. Offian
he may have aimed at many
re'
NEW BANK LAW
that the Germans are arriving in force and moving toward Koenigsberg. of its bearer by a French infantry
conditions."
had to put
cials here believe that the effect of.
The
est
German.
youth
concen-trateservist.
iXn
11.
amend
A dispatch from Petrograd says the Germans from the west
deadAmbassador
Sept.
and
Washington,
Explains
his
hands
up.
Stammering
Turkey's action will be as follows:
"The French, however, stand firm
ment to the bank law permitting state
on the banks of the river Alle and are marching in an easterly
The Turkish Ambassador, A. Rustem
he stood there.
ly
pale
"Americans and other foreigners
he
Brttlsn
while
the
along-tOurcq,
direction,' while the Russian advance guard is retreating.
"'Who is this youth?' I asked the banks and trust companies with capi- Bey, explained In detail to. Secretary ha have had the right of trial In civdriven
and
Marne
the
crossed
have
The Alle river flows north and
old man. As if struck by lightning tal of $25,000 and 20 per cent surplus Bryan today the meaning of Turkeys' il and criminal cases by their own
east in a direction southeast from
the enemy a distance of 25 miles.
east of Paris conor more, to Issue federal currency un abrogation of all conventions and capl- Germans
the
of
retirement
A
fell on their knees wailing.
general
Koenigsberg.
diplomatic and consular courts, now
"From the center news is meager, they all
'
der the Vreeland section, was passed filiations restricting the sovereignty ,wm
is
'He
woman
my
"The
groaned:
tinues.
be Bubject entirely to Ottoman
on. page Four).
(Continued
In
'the house.
son. For God's sake, you are not go- today
of the Porte.
It is said that British troops yesterday captured 1,500 prisoners and
Turkey will be able to increase
The ambassador made clear mat
ing to kill him?"
several guns. A dispatch from Rotterdam says that an official German
re(Juce her cu8tom dutIea without
The little girl sobbed as if her
missions and schools would be con- the consent of the powers.
communication denies that the fortress at Przemyl is surrounded by Rusbeen , PRESIDENT POINCARE
as
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The
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are
heart
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forces
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the
by Ottoman law, though Amerior
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that
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"Americans and other foreigners,
tried to escape, but was put up
can citizens would lose their extra ter- wlu hitherto
reported at Petrograd and London
have been exempt from
casSAYS WILLIAM LIED against the wall by the men.
Renewed activity by the German navy in the Baltic is indicated in reBY MARCONI ritorial riirht In civil and judicial been the payment of professional taxes, caa
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'
force
to
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es. The capitulations which had
be required to pay the same.
ports from Berlin and elsewhere.
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a
fbrogated, he said, would not affect
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have
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occupied
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Nlsh reports that
UNITED STATES FRANCE night with the bullets of treacherous
"The religious freedom of Christians
ASSURES
IF HE BRINGS COURT ACTION, the existence of the mission which had
Austria-Hungarfrom which the Austrians began their original attack on
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HOWEVER, HIS STATIONS
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after
from
attending
French
President
11.
arriving
physicians
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Washington, Sept.
orders.
may now have to bo paid by Chris-tion- s,
action.
French and German wounded declare they found no evidence of the use Poincare of France has cabled to Pres' 'He has to be shot. Three men
Washington, Sept. 31. Secretary Turkey's
If the Turkish government so
As Turkey's notification was of a
bullets by either side.
of dirm-du..
desires
,
ident Wilson a reply to the protest of ready.," The three men commanded, Daniels had before him today a for- Rcneral character, without specific
The Turkish minister of war, Enver Pasha, is reported from Athens Emperor William, which charged that who were fathers of families, two mal protest against navy censors In
had"! Although the status of American
officials
of
treaties,
bul- from Berlin and one a farmer, did not Marconi wireless telegraph stations.
to have been wounded In a revolver duel with the crown prince of Tur- the allies had been using dum-dunot been sure of the extent of th? missions and schools is not changed by
Pasha
Enver
that
from
stated
declared
advices
earlier
Constantinople
turn a hair. This is a just business Through its counsel the company con- action.
lets. The French president
key. The
Turkey's action, there was much diswas confined to his home, suffering from
in his message that Emperor William We had got a ruffian who merited no tends that the. navy department has
cussion here as to the possible effect
was attempting to Bhift the respon compassion. The volley rang out, the no jurisdiction or authority over its
A dispatch from Basel, Switzerland," says that the French have recapon the missionaries who had come to
Are Defeated "
Russian
renews a
sibility for the use by Germany of trembling body collapsed to the operations. The company
tured Muelhausen.
11.
In
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Paris, Sept.
Three tiny holes were visible In the authority Secretary Daniels has acted from Copenhagen the correspondent pi ession. While the right of the misoutbreak of the war.
of the Reuter Telegram company says
icial announcement the fighting to the heavy masses of troops forward to asPresident Poincare used most vigor blue blouse. The boy's eyes were in placing censors.
sions to exist is not threatened, ofthe
with
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the
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Sort
South 5ido Pie 5

Saturday
Bargains
12

12

Bleached Turkish Towels 8c

1530 close woven turkish towels, bleached, extra heavy

Saturday only 8c
25c Curtain Material 15c

This material is the popular kind now so much in de

mand,
36 in. ecru scrim, hemstitched edge,
40 " ecru scrim barred
36 " white scrim, soft and clingy.
All are solid colors,
Saturday only 15c yd

$1,25 Outtlog Flannel Gowns 98c
Several different styles in good weight outing, seme
have emb. cuffs and collars.

Saturday only 98c

$3,50 Women's Sweaters $2.89
Nice warm sweaters in a variety of styles and color
combinations, as this includes all our sweaters at
this price.
Saturday only $2.89

60c Women's Underwear 49c
Heavy cotton vests and tights, "Merode Make," hand

Saturday only 49c

finished.

THE METHODISTS

ILL

HOLD A

CONFERENCE
THIRTIETH ANNUAL GATHERING
WILL BE HELD IN ALBU
QUERQUE

It was shown that the church is
alert in the charitable work of the
city. The organizaton employs a dea
coness, whose duty it is to visit stran
gers, the sick and the needy. For the
local work for the sick and needy ones
of the church and community $322.60
was expended by the pastor and the
deaconess. Besides this, for the institutions of Methodism which are in the
city, the Methodist sanatorium, the
Harwood school for girls and the Albuquerque college for the educating of
I the
Spanish-America-n
boys, $521.25
was raised. For the varous benevolences of the church such as home and
foreign missions, education and such
liko this church raised 1927.80.
This
makes a total for benevolent work of

Albuquerque, N. M. Sept. 11. The
thirtieth annual session of the New
Mexico English Mission will be held
in the First Methodist Episcopal $1,771.65.
Exclusive of that amount the church
church, this city, September 16 to 20,
Tllehop Edwin Holt Hughes, D. D. LL. raid $800 of indebtedness, purchased
At a $500 piano for the auditorium of the
J).. of San Francisco presiding.
this conference come the ministers of churc and met all other financial
all the various charges of the mission
for running of the local church.
to give the report of the work done by
The pastor's report showed that
that charge or church during the con- there had been 122 persons received
ference year. Twenty4wo ministers Into the church during the year and
will attend.
that the membership of this church is
The First Methodist church of this 611. Of this number 60 are
cit held its fourth, quarterly conferThis makes this socety easily
ence at the church, last evening, at the largest Protestant church ia the
which time the reports of the various state,
having growing from 250. memorganizations of the church and from bers, when the present pastor, Rev. C.
the pastor were given. These reports, O. Beckman, came to this
city four
which will be given at the session of years ago, to its
present proportions.
conference, show some very interest- At the close of the quarterly confering things regarding the work of the ence a unanimous request was made
church here.
for the return of the pastor for a fifth

The conference program which la
held jointly with the New Mexico
Spanish mission conference follows:
Wednesday, September 18
S:00 p. ni. Conference sermon, Rev.
Henry Van Valkenburgh, Roswell.
Thursday, September 17
9:00 a, m. to 9:30 Joint sacramentr
al service of Spanish and English mis
sions. Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes pre

TEMPERATURE OF

siding'.

RAINFALL
THE MONTH,
FOR
HOWEVER, WAS PRACTICALLY NORMAL

9:.10 a. m. Organization of English
missions, followed by a business ses
sion.
2:00 p. m. Devotions led by Rev. L.
Fernandez, followed by the organiza
tion of the Spanish Mission conference.
3:30 p. m. Business meeting of the
Woman's Home Missionary society.
8:00 p. m. Address by Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes, D. D., LL. D., to
the Spanish Mission conference. There
will be an interpreter for this address.
Friday, September 18
8:30 a. m. Devotions led by Rev.
II A. Bassett, president of Albuquerque college.
9:00 a. m. Business session of the
Spanish Mission conference.
2:00 p. m. Devotions led by Bishop
Edwin Holt Hughes, followed by business session of the English mission.
S:00 p. m. Lecture, "The Biography
of a Boy,' 'Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes,
D p., IX. D.
Saturday, September 19
9:00 a. m. Devotions led by Bishop
F.dw in Holt Hughes, followed by busl-nes- s
session of the English Mission.
2:00 p. m. Devotions led by Bishop
F.dwin Holt Hughes, followed by business session of the Spanish Mission
conference.
8:00 p. m. Educational rally, Rev.
II. A. Bassett, D. D., president of Albuquerque college, having charge of the
service.
Sunday, September 20
9:30 a. m. Conference love feast,
led by Rev. Thomas Harwood, D. D.
10:30 a. m. Sermon by Bishop Ed
win oHlt Hughes, D. D., LL. D.
3:00 p. m. Sermon by Bishop
Holt Hughes, D. D., LL. D, to
Spanish Mission conference, with an
interpreter.
8:00 p. m. Home Missions and
Church Extension society anniversary.
Serman by S. Alonzo Bright, D. D.
Chamberlain's Liniment
If you are ever troubled with aches
pains or soreness of the muscles, you
will appreciate the good qualities of
Chamberlain's Liniment. Many suf
ferers from rheumatism and sciatica
have used it with the. best results. It
is especially valuable for lumbago and
lame hack. For sale by all dealers,
Adv.
NEW CULVERTS

ORDERED

AUGUST WAS
COOL

li.

Samta, Fe, Sept.

The tempera

ture of the month o August, 1914,
averaged about a degree a dap below
ths normal, and the rainfall practically normal. While heavy and almost
continuous rain, occurred in localities
over much of the state the showers
were light and infrequent This was
especially the case along the east
ern and southern borders, and at
many stations in the central counties.
There was an excess of tempera
ture in the lower Pecos valley and at
a few stations elsewhere, but, as a
rule, the temperature averaged below
the normal. The greatest deficiency
occurred over the northern counties
and to ithe BouthwesL Rather high
temperature prevailed at the beginning of the month, and a second
warm period occurred from the fifteenth to the twentieth, while cool
weather prevailed from the tenth to
the thirteenth or fourteenth and from
the twenty-fourtto the close of the
month, although southern localities,
exet.pt the lower Pecos valley, were
remarkably free frojn amy marked
temperature changes. The first was
probably the warmest day of the
month, closely followed by the six
teenth, seventeenth and eighteenth,
while the twenty-seventor twenty
eighth were the coldest days. Light
frost occurred ait a few higher north
ern stations on these dates.
The mountain districts were gener
ally most favored with showers which
were local in character, nearby sta
tions differing greatly iu the timount
received. A few stations had a lair
excess of precipitation, especially in
the southwest counties, and in some
of the northwest counties, but over a
large part of the state a deficiency
occurred. It; wag greatest over the
eastern counties, and the Ptcos and
Rio Grande valleys, the deficiency
extending westward, however, to in
clude centra Rio Arriba, Valencia and
central Socorro counties.
This is
probably not in accord with the popular idea of the rainfall during the
month, but is clearly shown by the
records.
Showers occirrtf til some point
within the state ach day during the
month, but they were, generally light
and widely scattered. However, the
excellent season begun with rains of
the spring and continued, through July
waa sustained by the showers of Au
gust and bountiful harvests and ex
celleut range are everywhere
h

h

Santa Fe, Sept. 11. Assistant State
Engineer J. W. Johnson and Road
Commissioner Arthur Seliman today
went over the old Santa Fe trail from
Santa Fe to Canyoncito, which is part
of El Camino Real. It was decided
The mean sea level atmospheric
to put in corrugated iron culverts at
at Santa Fe was 29.86
press.ure
various points between the city and
the Arroyo Hondo and the work will inches; highest 30.10 on the twenty- sixth, lowest, 29.66 on the ninth. At
be done without delay.
Roswell the mean for the mqnth was
29.90 inches, highest, 30.10 on- the
CITROLAX
twenty-sixth- ;
lowest, 29.63 on the
Users say it is the ideal, perfect
ninth. At El Fuso the mean for the
laxative drink. Ml J. Perkins, Green
month was 29 86 Inches; highest,
Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills, 30.02 on
the twenty-sixth- ,
lowest,
oils, salts, etc, but were all disagree- 29.61 on the
ninth.
able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax I
Temperature
have found the ideal laxative drink."
The monthly mean for the state, as
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy
determined from the records of 99
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax is stations
having a mean altitude of
ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
about 5,000 feet, was 70.1 degrees, or
Drug Store. Adv.
1 degree below
the normal. As
shown by the departures of 3C stations having records for ten years
or more. Compared with August,
SCENE OF WAR
1913, the month was .9 degree colder.
The highest mltan temperature was
80.2. degrees at Artesia and Carlsbad,
and the highest recorded temperature
105 degrees at Artesia on the first
The lowest monthly mean tempera
ture was 55.6 degrees at Winsors, and
the lowest recorded temperature 29
degrees at Elizabethtown on the
tweanty-eightThe greatest local
monthly range of temperature was 59
imvti
degrtes at Willard, and the least 29
:V
i ,
t
degrees at Cloudcroft, while the
greatest local daily range was 51 degrees at Bluewater on the fourteenth
and at Gage on the twentieth.
Humidity
The mean relative humidity at Santa Fe at 6 a. mi, was 70 per cent; at
6 p. m. 41 per cent, and for the month
56 per rtnt At Roswell the mean at
6 a. m. was 79 .per cent; at 6 p. m. 69
per cent, and for the month 69 per
cent At the Agricultural college the
8 a. m. readings
averaged 59 ptercent,
the 5 p. m. readings 34 per cent and
for the month 46 per cent.
Precipitation
The average precipitation for tWe
state, as determined from the records of 162 stations, was 2,34 inches,
or .75 inch greater than August, 1913.
Compared with the normal, as shown
by the departures of 52 stations bavin ten or. more years, record, the
month was .02 inch below. The
greatest monthly amount was 7.77

Diarrheoa Quickly Cured
was first called to
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy as much as twelve
years ago. At that time I was seriously ill with pummer complaint One
dose of this remedy checked the trouble," writes Mrs. C. W. Florence,
Rockfield, In.l. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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Santa Fe, Sept 11. Of tremendous GERMAN
importance to the Mesilla valley and
especially of the !and owners on the'
tract to 'be submerged by the Elephant Butte reservoir, are the two reports filed today in the federal court
by the two sets of commissioners who
appraised tho damage to the land and
property owners. One case is entitled United States of America vs.
Lauteria Birner et al, the commissioners being Emil James, T. J. Ross
and Melicio Apodaca. The other case
is that of the United States of Amer
ica vs. Antonio Jose Anaya, the commissioners being Edward James, John
C. Plemmons and J. II. Latham, who
put in an expense account of $60.45,
$69.15 and $67.18 respectively. Hundreds of parcels of land and property
are appraised and are enumerated by
metes and bounds. The sums awarded range from $5 for some of the
smallest parcels to more than $5,000
for larger tracta When it is remembered that the reservoir will submerge
the (settlements of Catarecio, Paraje, R
Contadero, San Jose and other places
with their Catholic churches, their
schools, their stores and homes, besides homesteads and vast areas of
f
gfazing and agricultural lands, then
something of the importance of the
report can be estimated.

"My. attention

'

f

union

inches at Anchor Mine in northern
Taos county, and the least .25 inch
at Cundiyo, in northern
Santa Fe
county. The greatest amount in amy
24 consecutive hours was 1.92 inches
at Corona on the tenth and eleventh.
There were ten days with .01 inch or
more precipitation.
Wind

The total wind movement for the
month at Santa Fe was 4,883 miles,
Or 6.6 miles per hour; highest veloc
ity 30 miles from the south on the
twjeiityt-firs- t
At) Roswell the total
movement was 4,964 miles, or 6.7
miles per hour; highest velocity 40
miles from the northeast on the fifthi
At the Agricultural college the total
movement was 3,507 miles, or 4.7
miles per hour; highest velocity 36
miles from the northwest on the
ninth. At El Paso the total move
MUST PAY INTEREST
ment was 6,517 miks, or 8.9 miles
Santa Fe, Sept. 11. Marron &
per hour; highest velocity 55 miles
from the northeast on. the tenth. The Wood are to pay Trustee
Franz
prevailing for the state was from the Schmidt of the bankrupt estate of
southwest.
Jaspar N. Broyies of San Marcial
Sunshine and Cloudiness
5707.42 with interest at 6 per cent
There was 59 per cent of the total from November 11, 111, within 15
possible sunshine at Santa Fe during. days, according to an order handed
the month, or a total of 2i6 hours down today in federal court by Judge
24 days had 50 per cent or more of William H. Pope. This is the balance
the possible Bunshine. Roswell re- of $2,778.60 collected for the estate
corded 75 per cent of the total pos- by the attorneys after allowing $1,250
sible eunshine and had 28 days with attorney's fees on a contingent basis,
50 per cent or more of the possible $500 as attorneys for the trustees In
sunshine. The state as a whole had other matters, $165.70 traveling ex-12 clear days, 16 partly cloudy days peJises and $155.48 other expenses.
I
and three cloudy.
Orders a Report
Miscellaneous Phenomena
Another order, affecting the same
Thunderstorms were of almost daily estate, declares that the report of the
occurrence throughout the month; trustee was improperly framed, failed
hail accompanied them occasionally, to give itemized statements of rebut it was usually light and without ceipts and expenditures to date and
injury. A storm at Hayden, however, 'that the trustee failed to collect indid some damage on the fifth. Solar terest from J. B. Herndon on an
halos were observed on the eleventh, j amount owing for a long time. The
sixteenth, eighteenth, nineteenth and trustee Is ordered forthwith to cotwnty-sixtFog occurred at a few llect that interest and to make a fureastern stations on the twelfth, thir- ther aind full report by October 1,
and twenty-sevent- which shall stand for settlement on
teenth, twenty-sixtC. E. LINNEY.
October 9 at 9:30 a, m.
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Triie Toasted Corn
's as different from commonplace corn flakes, as succulent green sweet corn
is different from the hard, flinty yellow grain of the farmer's corn crib.

,

In spite of the numerous "corn flakes"
marketed, few persons really know the rich
choice corn when skilfully cooked, flavoured and toasted.

This true toasted corn

distinctive

In

its rich, rare

flavoui-- is

sweetness of

called

Post Toasties
A call for "corn flake." often
brings some one of the many brands of ordinary flake..
disappointment, ask for, and Insist upon POST TOASTIES.

Thi.

To avoid

food can be di.tinguished by the original
yellow packane; by the rich, true corn flavour
the making; and by the size and tender cri.pnes. of the
golden brown flake..

In

TOASTIES are ready to .erve hot or cold, with cream or
goocd milk-a- lso
A further delicate flavour may be released
by heating a few minute.
And It', a flavour worth know!ngI
torn

tower

Santa Fe, Sept 11. Ralph E. Mo
Fie, son of Judge and Mrs. John. R.
McFie, has been appointed governor
of the province of Davao in the Philippines. Davao is one of the Mindanao islands and the governorship car-rfe- s
with it a salary of $3,000 a year.
Youlng McFie went to the Philippines
14 years ago and held a number of
important posts under the government, including the secretaryship of
Davao, on which island he also owns)
a large, hemp ranch. Before going to
the Philippines he served as deputy
district clerk at Santa Fe under A.
M. Bergere.
He attended the Agricultural college at one time. In several of the battles with the Moros he
distinguished himself and also gave
acceptable service in the Philippine
land department with headquarters at)

obli-galio-

ENGLISH TROOPS

4

In

with fre.h fruit In
oven before .ervlna'

No advance in Price of Post Toasties

The Superior Corn Flakes

cAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
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O'Oorman

MAKES FARM FADS
PAY I

cotiKh or oolil which (lop

PROFITS
WOMAN

LARGE

ON

CALIFORNIA

RANCH FOLLOWS

SCIEN-

TIFIC LINES
Los Angeles, Sept 10. That
'Tads" lu farming can he made
to pay big profits Las been proved by
e
Mrs. W. H. R. Strong on her
ranch near Whittier. . Mrs. Strong is
otee of the best informed, scientific
agriculturists In. California. She believes in fads, enjoys them and knows
how to make money out of them.
A few years ago Mrs. Strong became interested in pampas grass the
grass on. which South American cattle feed and fatten. She thought it
might be "grown in southern California She tried it and found ehe was
right. Then she bordered the driveway between her home and the road
"with pampas grass and pomegranate
trees. The grass grew tall taller
than, the trees. It .plumed amazingly
until one days Mrs. Strong discovered
that Berlin was paying $1,000,000 for
pampas grass plumes to be used as
decorations, and London about half
220-acr-

as

much.

This led her to believe there might
be a market for the plumes nearer
home. There was, and it paid her
$7,000 in two years.
A year ago last month Mrs. Strong
bought 1,050 epinlesir cact!, largely as
an experiment, and set them out on
the ranch. The plants cost her $300
and were bought from the Ocean Villa
Intensive Farming colony. Snce then
ppmless cac.ti have advanced in price,
Mrs .Strong's cacti have grown amazingly, and recently a representative
'

Diseased Blood
Calls for Help

;

Nature's Willing Workers are
Always at Your
Service.

If

It la ecisema, pimplea, bolls or worse

your safeguard Is 8. 8. S., the famous
"blood purifier.
It Is always lined up to
attack diseased blood. And it always does
the work. It does the work after disappointment, after alleged specialists, mercury. Iodides, strychnine, arsenic and other
destructive drugs that have reaped a
of mistakes and left a host of Invalids
guessing as to what is to come. S. S. S.
is not such a drug as the cupidity or
norance ot man would be able to produce.
It is Nature's wonderful contribution to
our necessities.
If is wonderful because It
can not be Imitated; can not be made any
other way than to assemble Nature's products and produce what a host of men know
as S. S. S., the world's greatest medicine.
There are people everywhere that had an
old sore or ulcer that defied all the salves
And yet S. S. S. takeo into the
known.
blood Just naturally put into that old sore
the elements that made new tissue, new
Besn, and covered it with a new coating of
healthy skin. Get a bottle of S. S. 8.
today of any druggest and be on the way
to perfect blood health. But beware ot
substitutes. For special advice consult the
medical department. The Swift Specific Co.,
It Is free
G5 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
and has helped a multitude.
har-Tc- st

Cunningham, Preside
frank 8pringer,

(.

M.

Vice-Preside-

not yield to

r.ro.ichitiH. Hrunchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding
the system.
Contains no uarcotics, poisons or habit-formidrugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries,
and write, to Kcknutn
laboratory, l'lilladelphia. Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leadliuf druggist!
nd E. O. Murphey and' Red Croat

tnia; company.
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
of the same company estimated their
piesent value at close to $15,000. Mrs.
Strong admits that she had several
offers to sell at fancy prices, but has
refusal them all
Incdientally Mrs. Strong believes in
her fads to the extent, of informing
herself thoroughly on them. For instance she Investigates the food value
of pampas grass, having it analyzed
by Dr. Harvey Wiley, who reported
it to be more nutritious for cattle
than alfalfa or clover and second only
to eastern timothy. Her reason for
having that analysis made was simply that a team of driving horses she
owfned developed a great fondness for
the grass and she wanted to know if
it was good for them.
SOUTH DAKOTA W. C. T. U,
Mitchell, S. D., Sept 11. Scores of
women wearing white ribbons emblematic of the cause they advocate gath-eie- d

here today from all over the state
to attend the annual convention of the
South Dakota Woman's Christian Temperance Union. The sessions will be
public and will continue for four days.
Prominent among the scheduled speakers are the state president, Mrs. Anna
I?. Simmons of Faulkton, and Clinton
N. Howard of Chicago.
ARCHIBSHOP'S BIRTHDAY
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 11. Archbishop Ireland reached his seventy-sixt- h
birthday anniversary today and was
exthe recipient of congratulations
friends
in
from
messages
pressed
throughout the country. The eminent
prelate is in good health.
Archbishop Ireland was horn in
County Kilkenny, Ireland, September
l i, 1838.
When he was hut a babe
in arms his parents came to St. Paul
ar?d his education was received here
in Its early stages. At the age of 15
he went to France and for six years
pursued the study of theology.
In 1861 he returned to St. Paul and
was ordained to the priesthood. Upon
the formation of the Fifth Minnesota
regiment at tho beginning of the civil
war young Ireland was made its chap-plaiand served two years in the
war. Returning from the field he
was appointed rector of cathedral parish and continued in that position until he was named coadjutor bishop.
In 1870 he went to Rome as the accredited representative ot Bishop Grace
nt the Vatican council. Five years
later he was chosen to succeed Bishop

ed December 21, 1875.

His appoint
ment as archbishop dates from 1888.

The attorney general of the state
of Washington has rendered an opinion that the eight-hou- r
law of that
state is constitutional. This law provides that no laborers on public work
shall work more than eight hours a
d.i). except in cases of emergency.

ATHLETES IN GREAT MEET
Baltimore, Aid., Sept. 11. A stream
of athletes from all parts of the United States poured into Baltimore last
nltht and during the early hours of
lliie morning. Before noon today 500
men, the cream of America's amateur
athletic talent, had assembled at the
field of JohnB Hopkins university to
participate in the preliminary events
making up the program for the annual
outdoor track and field championships
of the National A. A .U. The finals,
including all of the Important' events,
will be contested tomorrow and will
form one of the concluding features
in the week's celebration of the
Banner centennial.
Of the hundreds of entrants !n the
A. A. U. meet a large proportion are
title holders. East, west, n. rth and
south have all sent the stars of the
competitive firmament, and if their
puEt performances count for anything,
the present meet is likely to be a wonderful exhibition, with the probability
that more than one record will go by
the board before the contests are con
cluded.
The events included in the two days'
program comprise running races from
luO yards to five miles, both high and
low hurdles, running high and broad
jumps, running hop, step and Jump,
pole vault, hasimor throw, shot-pu- t
and javelin.
Star-Spangl-

ADoutYonriiF

cuticurasoop
Shampoos
And occasional use of Cuti-cu- ra
Ointment will clear the
scalpof dandruff, allayitching
and irritation, and promote
conditions.
hair-growi-

yu,

Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold throughout the
world. Liberal sample of each mailed tree, with 33-book. Address "Cutlcura," Dept. 19B, Boston.
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Samples Free by Mall

CAPITAL

"s-"-

it

or-

dinary treutiuetit ghoultl Ite a warning to
you and preventive mptiHures should lie
taken as hood ns ixisille. In innnr
cases Kckmiui a Alterative, a remedy for
Throat and I. tin;.' Troubles, hna brought
permanent recovery. Item! this:
Catherine Ave. and Ascot I'lnee,
yueeiw Court, L. I.. N. Y.
"Gentlemen: In the year 1008 I wai
taken Mltll a heavy cold and a nasty
aliort cough. I went to Bevernl doctor,
who gave me a lot of medicine. Finally,
I went to a apechilist, w ho gave me creosote that matie me nick of all kin-lof
food: cotlsemletitlv I fulled lu health. I
thou went to the t'utskills, and seemed
to get l etter, but the cough still kept up.
I Htayml there for one year, and then
went to a farm near Jersey City, a very
sick mail. About the time of my return,
my brother recommended Kckuiau's Alterative tn me very highly.
It la now
nearly two yeara since I llrst took it. I
am now well, nud I dare any that I
would have been burled long ago If It
had not been for Kcknian's Alterative."
(Atlidavitj: JOSEl'U J. TKOKSCHLK.
(Above abbreviated; more on rcqucHt.)
Kckmim'M Alterative bus been proven by
many years' test to be mont eflioacioug
Throat and I.ung Affections,
for

URPLUi

t

D. T. Hoskins, Castile.

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK
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-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bjuk
WM.

Q.

-

. President
.Tio president

HATDOK- -

H. W. KELLT
D.
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Lame Back

in the vicariate of Nebras
Kidney Trouble Causet
Owes His Life to
It
ka, but through the efforts of Bishop
This Luna Remedy Grace the appointment was canceled, And it will give you even worse if
If you ni'flwt a continued couch or and he was then nominated coadjutor not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
colli you arc hi const a u t iliincr of enslljr
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on
contracting actions lAtug Tiotitile. The bishop of St Paul and was consecrat

HOSKINI

Interest PaJd On Deposits

11, 1914.

ion affiliated with the American Federation of Labor which has no presi-

dent, Its executive direction being in
the compute control of an executive
board of which Is subject to call at
her back with kidney trouble and in- any time. The headquarters of the
flamed bladder. She says: "I took international organization are in
Foley Kidney Pills and now my back
is stronger than in years, and 1oth
kidney and bladder troubles are en Chamberlain' Colic, Cholera and Diartirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
rhoea Remedy
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
"I advised the 'boys' when they enlisted for the Spanish war to take
CALL FOR IRRIGATION MEET
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
Calgary, Alberta, Sept. 11. The of rhoea Remedy "with them, and have
ficial call has been issued for the received
many thanks for the advice
twenty-firs- t
International
Irrigation given," writes J. H. Hougland, Eldon
congress, which is to meet in this Iowa. "No person whether traveling
city early next month for a session or at home should be without this
of four days. It will be the first time
great remedy." For sale by all dealthat the organization has ever met ers. Adv.
outside the United Statis. The indi
cations are that the attendance will
FIRE MARSHALS IN SESSION
be large and representative, though
Asheville, N. C, Sept. 11 Many
the war will prevent the attendance subjects
pertaining to the fighting of
of several European
irrigation ex fires and their prevention are to be
perts who had been invited to address discussed at the annual convention of
the gathering.
the. Fire, Marshal's Association of
One day of the congress will he de North America, which met here
today
voted to a
trip of Inspection for a two days' session. State fire
through the Irrigation block to the marshals aind fire chUlfs are here
east of Calgary, and a visit to the from many parts of the United
Horeshoe Bend dam near Bassano, States and Canada.
which stores water for the largest
irrigation project on the Keeps Your Liver Healthily Active
American continent.
A man in Kentucky just told a
friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
Cost Kept Down Quality Kept Up were' the most wonderful medicine
No better medicine could be made that had entered his
system. Said he
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness, would not be without them. Neither
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than would you, if you had ever tried them.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
That's why (hey cant improve the chronic constipation or for an occa
quality, and war or no war, the price sional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red
remains the same. No opiates. Don't Cross Drug Store. Adv.
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey
and Tar is the best. O. Ct Schaefer
NEW JERSEY Y. M. C. A.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Asbury Park, N. J., Sept. 11. Offi
cers of local branches of the Young
CENTENARY AT PLATTSBURG
Men's Christian association
through
Plattsburg, N. y, Sept. 11. Inter out New Jersey met here today in
esting exercises were held here today state conference. The conventlan has
to mark the centenary of the battle as its
general theme "Togetherness."
of Plattsburg, the famous victory won The sessions will continue
three days,
over the British in the war of 1S12 by
closing on Sunday with a farewell serv
Commodore MacDonough in command ice at which addresses will be
given
of the United States naval forces on
by noted association workers from
Lake Champlain.
several states.
It was 100 years ago today, in a
bitter battle fought in Plattsburg harIng Specks
bor, that MacDonough, with a fleet
These are signs of kidney and blad
of 14 vessels, carrying S6 guns and der trouble. You'll have headaches
S00 men, decisively defeated the Brittoo, backaches and be tired all over.
ish fleet of 1G vessels, carrying 96 Don't wait
longer, but take Foley Kidguns and about 1,000 men. This vic ney Pills at once. Your miserable
tory checked and turned back the sick feeling will be gone. You will
British invasion of New York by land
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
or by sea, for while MacDonough was and active
again. Try them. O. G.
defeating the British flet't a force ot Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
Vermont mtlfcia. ana a few regulars,
Adv.
under General .Macomb, defeated the
British land forces under Sir George
CURRY COUNTY SCHOOLS
Prevost. In the naval battle the
Santa Fe, Sept. 11. County Superin
British lost their commander, Cap tendent L. C. Mersfelder is the first
tain George Downle, and a number of to report to the
of educaother officers, all of whom He buried tion the names ofdepartment
all the teachers in
in the little cemetery here.
that all hut
Curry county. He
It was the original Intention to com five schools In thereports have
open
county
bine today's centennial observance
ed, and asks for first grade teachers
with a celebration of one hundred to
supply the five schoolB not yet
years of peace among English speak open.
County Superintendent Manuel
ing people, but this portion of the L. Madrid of Mora
county reports
with
interfered
was
largely
program
that he has apportioned $3,466.40 on a
by the inability of the scheduled Ca basis of a school census
of 4,333, or
nadian public men and others to take SC
cents
capita.
per
part on account of the present war
consisted
activity. The celebration
Acute Indigestion
of historical exercises and the decor"I was annoyed for over a year by
ation of the graves of the dead.
followed
Among those who shared in the attacks of acute indigestion,
ceremonies were official representa by constipation," writes Mrs. M. J.
tives of the states of Delaware, Con- Gallagher, Geneva, N. Y. "I tried
necticut and Vermont. Commodore everything that was recommended to
me for this complaint but nothing did
MacDonough, the hero of the naval
me much good
until about, four
Delaware
was
in
born
engngament,
months
ago I saw Chamberlain's Taband. lies buried at Middletown, Conn.,
and it was to Vermont that he built lets advertised and procured a bottle
of them from our druggist,
I soon
his squadron.
realized that I had gotten the right
thing for they helped me at once.
How's This?
Since
taking two bottles of them I
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- can eat heartily without any had ef
not be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure. fects." Sold by all druggists. Adv.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
WILL FIGHT SCHOOLS
We, the undersigned, have known P.
Santa Fe, Sept. 11. Despite the
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all opinion of Attorney General Frank W.
business transactions and financially Clancy, District Attorney E D. Titt-ma- n
of Sierra county will fight any
able to carry out any obligations made
effort to give the 300 children at Ele
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, phant Butte any school facilities at the
Toledo, O.
expense of the county or state. Coun
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter ty Superintendent Givens today tele
nally, acting directly upon the blood graphed Superintendent of Public In
and mucous surfaces of the system. struction Alvan N. White that Tittman
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents threatens to enjoin him and the dis
trict school authorities from opening
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti the school. Superintendent White an
swered by advising Givens to open the
pation. Adv
school and to employ counsel to de
TO CONSIDER PROHIBITION
fend the school authorities.
Baltimore, Md Sept. 11. One of
the principal matters which will come Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
before the convention of the Interna
Stop it with Foley'B Honey and Tar
tional Union.' of Brewery Workmen, Compound. It spreads a soothing
which. is to meet in tnis city next healing coating as It glides down the
Monday, is the question of state and throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
national prohibition. It is known that nervous hacking, are quickly healed
the union and its affiliated organiza- Children love It tastes good and no
tions have opposed any such move- opiates. A man in Texas walked 15
ment on the grounds that it would miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
throw a large number of workmen out Best you can buy for croup and bron
chial coughs. Try it Adv.
of employment
The International Union of Brewery
Workmen has a membership of about
"What is Love?" is the name of a
ro C00 In the United States and Can
new play by George Scarborough, au
ada It is the only International un- - thor of "The Lure."
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Bring; Your

Job Work
to the
OPTIC OFFICE

lfiO-mil- e

it will be
Taken Care of
with
Neatness and
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
?. W. G DUD OfJ
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The Ideal Light
For Young Eyes
The soft, steady, mellow glow of Electric Lights prevents eye strain. For
reading or sewing at night anything
that requires concentrated use of the
eyes It Is a boon. 'Electric Light Is
safe and can be turned on or off by
children without danger. It has no
fumes or odors to poison the air but
Is clean and healthful.
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Make Your
Home Attractive
Electric Light lends an air of comfort
and good cheer and the artistic fixtures and handsome lamps will beautify your home. It Is
requires no attention and does not
smudge the walls and ceilings as other
iiluminants do. Your family should
not be deprived of such an Inexpensive
luxury, when your home can be wired
si quickly and cheaply. Investigate
satisfy yourself that It Is the cheapest as well as the best illuminant
labor-saving-- It

Las Vegas Ligbt and
s4

Power Company

lit

o
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to be against whom this
She Rtstel R.ose and Silver
design was entertained."
END
DAILY
The motion of H. H. Major to
strike out the amended answer was
titrjcvelunc&tr
ESTABLISHED 187
sustained and the defendant was given
leave to file a further amendded answer within 15 days. As will be rePublished by
membered,' Eudora Major and , her
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
mother died died under suspicious cir(Incorporated)
cumstances, alleged to be arsenical
Hal H. Major was acquit
poisoning.
Editor.
M. M. PADGETT
of poisoning his wife. Disbarment
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- ' aunt.
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father, M. L. Cooley, will return tomorrow to his business in El Paso,.
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Gilbert Martinez and Frank
left this afternoon for Denver, where
R. H. E.
.
they will remain for some time. At New York
1 3 1
Valdez has a position as assistant Brooklyn
5. 8 1
'
clerk at the Savoy hotel in Denver. New York
Batteries:
Allen, Steele and McMartinez will visit his brother In the
McLiean.
Carty Tesreau and
R.H. E.
Second Game
2 6 0
Brooklyn
1 8 3
New York
Batteries: Regan and Miller; Demi- aree, Wiitse ana

'I

'

public-school-

s

i

-,-

YOJURi
SUIT
ordered now.

"We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings,

com-prisin- g

all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care,.

HAS

LEVIS

Falkeuburg

At

R. H. E.

.386
.10 10

Buffalo

0

Western League
At Wichita
K. H. T.
5 5 0
St. Joseph
2 11
4
Wichita
Batteries:
Thomas and Schang;
Lambert and Jones, Graham. -

.

R. H. E.
At Topeka
1
7 1
Topeka
6 9 1
Des Moines
Batteries:
Dashner, Grover and
Rapp, Gleason; Thomas and Haley.

At Lincoln

R. H. E.

Lincoln
Sioux City

COMMISSION

Raridan;

Buffalo-Chic- ago

1

8
9

8

3

1

At Denver
Omaha

R. H. E.

Denver

3

6
7

6

3
1

SHOT UP A TOWN
Antwerp, Sept. 11, (via London)
It is officially announced here today
thaf the town of Waereghem, in the
Belgian
province of West Flanders,
war bombarded by the Germans
for 30 minutes. There were
no casualties, and only a few houses
were destroyed by the Germans' fire.
'yes-terda-

y

NOTICE

OF BANKRUPTCY
In' the District Court of the TJn'ted
States for the District of New
Mexico.
In the matter of James H.
Moore, Bankrupt, in Bank- " ' No. 15o.
ruptcy.
To the Creditors of James H. Moore
of East Las Vegas, in the County
of San Miguel and District afore-

PROTESTS

Santa Fe, Sept. 11. The state corporation commission today addressed
a telegraphic protest to the interstate
commerce commission against an order of the Union Pacifio closing the
Ogden gateway on certain classes of
tickets from and to Idaho and the
northwest to Denver & Rio Grande
points in New 'Mexico. Corporation
Commissioner .M. S. Groves and Rate
Clerk B. F. Seggerson leave tomorrow
for San Francisco to attend an inter
state commerce rate hearing involy-in- g
the short and long haul clauses as
affecting New Mexico rates, the rail
roads seeking certain modifications of
the clause.
EDITOR

Three Points
To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

Peoples Bank & Trust Company

IS CONVICTED

Santa Fe, Sept. 11. It is libelous to
charge a person in a newspaper with
being a "moral coward," "an imbecile,' "or one who has about as much
regard for the truth as an infidel has
for the Bible," or "an unprincipled son
and one whom all
persons can but despise." That is the
ruling of the state supreme court in
an opinion handed down today revers
ing the district court for Curry county
in the case of State of New Mexico
Roy Elder, appellee, the original
euse growing out of indictments for
criminal libel for alleged libelous mat-to-r
published In the St Vraln Journal,
of which the defendant was publisher
aiid editor.
PUBLICATION IS ORDERED
Santa Fe, Sept. 11. Notice by publication in the RSswell Daily Record

.

"

Capital and Surplus $125,000.00
"Tell the American people of this
case, which I nave investigated, it.
is that of a Belgian family, the father
of which was shot dead by the Germans and the mother lashed to a
chair while the soldiers attacked her
before her eyea, The mother became
a raving maniac. I have the daughter
in my care here."
WILSON

VETOES

You Will Find

BILL

KVSTflL BUTTER

Washington, Sept. 11. President
Wilson today vetoed the bill to raise
the limit of Individual deposits In pos
tal savings banks to $1,000, because it
contained a provision repealing a sec- tic u.. of the new bank law which provides that federal funds must be deposited only with members of the fed
eral reserve system.

was ordered today by Judge William
H. Pope, in the case of the United
Suite's' for the benefit of the Roswell
Lumber company, L. B. Craig, G. W.
Nations and the Hal lack & Howard
Lumber company vs. J. F. and A. L.
said, a bankrupt:
EQUALIZATION BOARD MEETS
Notice is hereby given that on the Pennock and the Title Guaranty comSanta Fe, Sept 11 The state board
a
about
suit
$5,000,
involving
4th day of September, A. D. 1914, the pany,
of equalization will reconvene on next
said James H. Moore was duly adjud and growing out of the construction
Tuesday afternoon for final action to
Roswell.
at
the
federal
of
building
icated a bankrupt and that the first
increase the taxable assessment of
meeting of his creditors will be held
the state to the sum needed to yield
Mcdonald is
at the office of Chester A. Hunker in
sufficient revenue for the state under
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 11. Governor the limitation on the tax rate.
the Court House of the Town of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, on the 24th day McDonald, enroute to Aztec, N. M., to
of September, A. D. 1914, at 9 o'clock fill a speaking date, was seized with
Of almost 80,000 women belonging
in the forenoon, at which time the a severe cold in Durango, Colo., and to trades unions In
New York state,
said creditors may attend, prove their had to cancel bis engagement He is uli
but 6,816 are in Greater New York.
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the reported on the way home.
bankrupt, and, transact such other
A court decision ha held the womA TALE OF CRUELTY
business as may properly come before
an's eight hour law in Arizona unconNew York, Sept. II. Prince Nicho stitutional because it does not
said meeting.
apply
las Engaliticheff. former Russian vice to railroad restaurants.
CHESTER A. HUNKER,
consul in Chicago, returning to Amer
Referee in Bankruptcy.
ica today, made a publiq statement
September 10, 1914.
The members of the New York
which had been ...given in Paris by
union No. 261 are
William A.. Clark, former United
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled for for States senator from Montana, with now working under a scale providing
the; request that .it be given to the for a seven-hou- r
week ending September 5:
day at $23 for day
work and $25 for night work, an InMiss Rosa Armijo, Mrs. Dolores American press. The statement
crease of $2 per week.
Apodaca, Mrs. E. Gl Anderson, Miss
Anna - Anderson, Mrs. Al Davis, Ronald Davidson,' R. T- - Hatchett Mrs.
Mariqueba Mez, Servio G. Montoya,
Mrs. George Morton, Mrs, Marie Mc
Carthy, L. Ortiz, Roscoe Pyeatt, Miss
Laura Vaughn.
When calling for the above letters
letters."
please ask for "advertised
EL V. LONG, P. M.

the best in all

ill

S

EASONS

The Order of Railroad Telegraphers
reports that 963 new members, almost
a
nunmer, were ini
tiated into the organization during the
month of July.
recora-DreaKi-

In Maine the progressive and democratic partlea included In their state
platforms a E4 hour bill for women
and a compensation act for injured
workmen.

w!

The call has been issued for the
thirtieth annual convention of the
Trades and Labor congress of Canada,
to be held in St John, N. B., beginning
Monday, September 21. Numerous Im-

portant legislative matters affecting
the welfare of the wage earners of
Canada win come before tha convention and It is expected that the trade
unions throughout the dominion will
be represented at the gathering.

BIG DAMAGES ASKED
Sept. 11. In the federal
district court the case of R. H. Evans,
administrator of tie estate of W. B.
Hawkins of Cuervo, Guadalupe coun
ty, vs. the Victor American Fuel com
pany, was filed today, upon removal

Santa Fe,

from the Fourth judicial district court
for Guadalupe county. The amount
of damages asked for is $25,000 and
the suit is based upon the alleged
'misconduct and carelessness" of the
defendant in providing props so that
the roof of the Navajo mine, where
Hawkins, who was 25 years of age
and was employed as a coal miner
earning ' from $4 to $6 a day, was
working,' 'caved In and crushed him
so that he died from his injuries!.

At;

Pittsburg- h-

Chicago

"NATIONAL KEtlO SEMES

Daniel O'CbnnelHr Hie liberator"

R.H.E.

-

t- .-

.

Pittsburgh..

.2
4

8

1

7

2

Batteries: Vaughn, Hagerman and
Archer; Cooper and Coleman,
R. H. Ji.
a 1
4 1
WinSnyder,

At Cincinnati
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Batteries: Perrltt and
go; Benton, Douglas and Clark.

''

THIS

-

4-

Frankfurters

NdB

has given trie world many a genius and many a Lover of Liberty; tilt .none greater tfian the eloquent
1 his noble irffihman
(J
unselhsniy aevoteci every moment oi ms me ro regain me rreeaom or nis ramer-lanHis oratory, because of its flaming earnestness, exercised a powerful influence over the House of Commons and
Vacnn
nnu rpfnrme fnr Ireland. Daniel O'Chnnell uas the first to realize the irresistible strength of a union of mil
lions of Irishmen, and to this end he labored night and day. Huge mass meetings were everywhere organiied throughout Ireland and addressed by the masterful OXbnnell. When confident of success and with victory in sight he was
arrested and condemned to prison. When liberated his splendid constitution was shattered, but he continued until
his dying hour to work and pray for Irish Liberty. It is needless to say that Daniel O'Conneil was opposed to any Vto.
hibitory legislation which invaded the Natural flights of Man. He would no more vote for such tyrannous enactments
citizens. They know that there is no evil in the barley brews and light wines
than will our millions of
have honestly
of their fathers EVIL ONLY IS IN THE MAN WHO MISUSES THEM. For 57 years Anheuser-Busc- h

ID ERIN

SPECIALS
5EEK
'

1

?

H

-

Fresh

d.

vJonnell.

llPHyy

AND

Irish-Americ- an

Federal League
R.HLE.
At Brooklyn
1 6 0
St, Louis
0 2 0
Brooklyn and
Watson
Batteries:
Simon; La-fittee and Land.
At

Pittsburgh-Kan- sas

Bologna

Sausage

City
Pittsburgh
Packard, Cullop and
Batteries:
Camnitz, Berger, Leclair
Easterly:
and Berry. J

R.H.E.
12 16
6 11

Whitehouse,

Konecr Kre art A
ar nrrniri of the nrtmilaritv their Preat brand Budweiser eniovs with those of Irish blood. Our
Irish citizens have helped to make our nation great among the nations of the world. Seven thousand, five hundred people
are daily required to keep pace with the natural demand for Budweiseri
Bottled

B. F. McGuire

R.H.E.
9 11
8 17

At Baltimore
Indianapolis
Baltimore Batteries:
Billiard,

JJ

--

90 ,

horn

East Las Vegas, N. M

Distributor

S.SHUR
DELICATESSEN AND
FANCY

TAILOR

and

Qulnn, Wilhelm and Russell.

11, 1914.
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For Fall and Winter should be

.Mullen,
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GROCERIES

r

Phone Main 167
507 Sixth

1

Street

lLLrLis

;.sJf K
Means Moderation
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Chichen

MSI

75he

OPTIC

15he

AND CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
SHU BEST GOODS OBTAIN ABU ALWAT8 HAND LIB

Itza, Home of Forgot-

ten Race, Described.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT
Within

Former U. 8. Coneul Say
These Myaterloua Americin Ruin
Are

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

Book
-

With
Stone.

Page

t

LODGE NO.
A. F. e
A. M. Regular com-

CHAPMAN

of

H
Washington, D. C Edward conThompson, former United States comsul at Merlda, Yucatan, In a
munication to the National Geographic
anriBtv at Wafrtiineton. D. C, describ
for-ing Chichen Itza, the home of a
Yucagotten race, on the peninsula of
tan, declares that the American peotnai
fact
to
the
pie should awaken
they have right at home architecture
essentially American and ruined structures every whit as Interesting and
massive and possibly as old as those
of other lands, who boast that Americans must come to them. "Within
these mysterious American ruins are
great books, with pages of stone, written In characters that no man may yet
read," he declares. "Are the mysteries they hold, the wonderful facts
that certainly lie sealed and mute
within them, hidden from us, leBS Interesting to Americans than are the
tales of Egyptian dynasties, the rites
of Druids, Roman campings, or Saxon
raidings? I think not.
Mr. Thompson describes what was
probably the first tennis or basketball court on this hemisphere and possibly in the world. "The ruined group
of Chichen Itza covers a space of fully
three square miles," he says. "Over
all this wide territory are scattered
carved and squared stones, In countless thousands, fallen by the hundreds, while the formless remains and
outlined walls of huge structures fallen Into ruin are seen on every side.
Seven massive structures of carved
stone and adamantine mortar still
tower erect, and almost Inhabitable.
"Several hundred feet to the west
of the castle temple rest two great
parallel moles of solid masonry, each
275 feet long, 34 feet wide and 25 feet
Between these moles is the
high.
ceremonial court. This level cemented space was probably the theater for the performance of certain
rites and games of a ceremonial character. This belief Is borne out by the
fact that at a distance of six feet from

COLUMN
BB9KB3ESS&I

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every Monday
night In
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. c. Wertz, president;
f. T.
Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally.
Treasurer.

munication tint and
third Thursday la
ten month. VUltlnj
b.vther cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten. Secretary.

1

NO. 2,

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

-

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
curth Thursday In o. R. C. hall.

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- "Jar conclave second Tues-de- y Pioneer building. Visiting members
In each mcnth at Ma-- are cordially Invited. Richard Kevin,
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. O. K.; Frank Angel. F. 8.
Smith, B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Recorder.

t'0ut

OPTIC'S NUMSIR, MAIN
RATES

CLASSIFIED

TOR

&

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

tZVi

cation first Monday in each
montl1 at MaBonl
Temple
a 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
H. P.; F.'O, Blood, Secre-- No,
No.
tary.

cent per tin each Insertion,
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line
fD?-r- 4
No ad to occupy les tpac than two
&sK
All advertisement
line
charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O. F. LAS
VEGAS LODGE NO
without regard to number f word.
4. Meet
every Monday evening at
Cash In advlnc preferred.
their hall on Sixth Btaeet All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
J. Frledflnstine, N. O.; A. T. Roger
V. O.; T. M. ESwood. Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED
Reliable girl for general Cemetery Trustee.
housework. 725 Sixth Street.
B. p. o. ELK 8 Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on NlnO street
FOR RENT Three rooms, furnished and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
or unfurnished, suitable for light are
cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springhousekeeping; close to Normal Unl er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
versity. Phone Purple 5482.
Secretary.
Flv

Wanted

For Rent

FOR RENT

LOCAL TIME CARD:

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
ALARCH MASONS Regular convo- -

No.
No.

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

4.

p.
. 3:3 a
1:25 a. m.
. 3:01 9.
1:35 p. m
West Bound

...11:54

I....

II...

I....

1:35

4:20

Specimen of Ruins That Are Spread
All Over Yucatan.
the level upper surface of the mole
two great rings of stone were fixed
into the perpendicular wall surface, directly opposite each other."
Mr. Thompson declares estimates as
to the age of the city vary from less
than 2,000 years to more than 11,500
years. An idea of the intricacies of
the language of the people of the city
is given by the following quotation
from a document found there: "Lai u
tzolan katun lukcl ti cab tl yotoch
which Is translated to
Nonoual,"
mean, ."This is a series of epochs that
elapsed from the time of their departure from the house of Nonoual
in the land of Tulapan." The writer tells a legend concerning
Canek, the Impetuous ruler of Chichen
Itza, who loved the daughter qf the
ruler of a distant province. One day
a runner brought him the news that
the Batab of a neighboring and far
more powerful province had married
the maiden. Canek and his warriors
went to his enemy's city under cover
of darkness, while all was revelry
there In celebration of the wedding.
After venting their fury on the drunken celebrants they stole the bride of
an hour and disappeared. Never
again did Chichen Itza know its Lord
Canek nor any of his band of fighters.
Years afterward, a hunting band from
Chichen Itza made a long journey to
the south. They finally reached a
lake, and In its center an island city.
The city was Tayasal and its ruler
the now aged Lord Canek.
He also tells of the arrival, reception and subsequent flight by night
of Montejo, one of the early Spanish
conquerors. In 1525. The Spaniards,
beselged and almost without provisions, tied a dog to a rope of a bell
and placed food Just beyond his reach.
His efforts to get the food kept the
bell ringing and deceived the natives
into believing their captives were still
there. When the ruse was discovered,
the little band of Spanish soldiery was
nearly out of the enemy's reach.

FOR SALE 100 head fat steers, 100
head good stock cattle, 10 head of

horses. P. J, Wesner, East Las
gas, New Mexico.

13
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FLOUR really

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A k
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE

BEAUTIFUl

FIRST CLASS dressmaking. Mrs. J.
F. Swain, 1006 Tllden avenue.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentlet
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

FRENCH-

CO

LING) FINiaW

can be ob
tained in this city froffi

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

lb., or

1,000

,w......
....

VISITS

..w.w.mIIo

.... .40t
T.
.w.w.-- lt

par IN Ik
per 1N fa.
pr 1N I
pr 1N IM,
par 1N Is

AGDAPURA COMPANY
rntl

Earvesters, Btortrs, aid Distributers ef Kataral tn. U
)f Wnlah Bare Uaa La fft4 r union.

LasUas Qualities

tT?

AVENUE

ROADS

Santa Fe, Sept. 11. State Engineer
James A. French Is expected home tomorrow from a good roads trip that
took in Tucumcarl, Vaughn, Carrizo-zo- ,
Carlsbad, Artesia and Roswell.
Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest and
assistant, Walter L. Kegel, will leave
tomorrow for Union county. Assist
ant Traveling Auditor L. B. Wooters
leaves at the same time for Carlsbad.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Claiiinof

a0

v-- M

.

OFFICE 701 DOUQLAI

FRENCH

i EMPRESS!

-

Mora, Each Del very
to
2,000
lb., Each Delivery
lb,
200 Ibc to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
SO
lb, to 20060 lbs., Each Delivery
L
than'
lb. Each Delivery

1,000

-

1REY (STER

New Mexico.
--

is

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Attorney-at-La-

Miscellaneous

giving you

Beer EMPRESS

GEO. H. HUNKER

East Las Vegas,

fc

A

a present for do
jog something
you d do uny
way when you
learn how Much

v

J

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
JONES
W. W. BOWERS

Ve-

$

s- -

C:4I a.
4:81 p.
7:
p.

p. m.
p. m.

Mexico.

MONUMENT

Depart

l:St

FLOU- R-

Three well gaited ponies,
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
also large bay horse 16' hands,
Osteopathic Physician
1,500 pounds, 8 years old, absolutely
Office Crockett Building "
for
gentle
lady's driving use. W. Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5
p. m.
Goodrich Jones, Valley Ranch, New
Residence Phone Main 384

Lady's phaeton and stanorden. See them at
hope
Cooley's barn.

,

EMPRESS

second and fourth
Tuesdays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. 8tewarl
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Local Deputy.
VlBltini
Montague,
members are especially weleone an
cordially Invited.

in. good

ft

Silver Spoon
r v:
r oaf. '1 -- if you use

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

8

This elegant Rogers'

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
FOR SALE At a snap, Emerson upMeet in the Forest of Brotherly
right piano and stool. $50.00, in Love at O. R. a. hall, on the

JONES-BOWER-

p.

For YOUli

For Sale

FOR SALE Two mission rockers
dresser, bed, ice chest, kitchen ta
ble. 411 Eighth street.

7:4

if"

Nice front room
Lincoln avenue.

first class condition. The Rosenthal
Furn. Co. Opposite Y. M. C. A

.

m....

I....
7....

with KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECURboard, 918
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
FOR RENT Modern six room house, first and third
Mondays of each
furnace and range. 600 Washing month at 8 p. m.
Visiting Knights and
ton,.
Ladles always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
FOR RENT One nice large room with
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
bath and toilet. 815 Eleventh St
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Assistant Deputy, 1011
Montague
FOR RENT Three rooms for light Sixth
street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
housekeeping; five room unfurnish
ed cottage. Inquire lliS National L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
avenue.
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. T. hall. Visiting
PIANO for renu
17 Eighth street
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

fh

p.

Arrive
1:10 p. m
(:35 a. m

1....

No.
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No.
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Have you guest from out of town?
Did yor entertain your friends?
Have yovi en item of interest ?
Do you want edvence information
on the happenings of the day?

4

--

Telephone the editorial room

Have you property for sale?
Do you

want work or help?
eve you lost something?
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

C1GHT

"iii,
I

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis. Vice President.
H.
Erie Hoke. Assistant Caabie..
Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds. Vice President.

Hallrt RaynoVK

United

Club breakfast
Homaine. Adv.

Slates federal

Reserve Bank

During winter season board und
lodging by month, $40, Including use
of saddle horses. El Porvenir. Phones
Main 20 or Olive 5174. Adv.
Fred J. Geyer of the Geyer Drug
company of Springer, who has many
friends in this city,, where he formerly lived, is reported to be suffering
from an attack of appendictis.

GOOD COUNTRY
Per
Pound

!

New Shelled Pecans

New Shelled Almonds

STORE

STEARNS

Spring Chickens

G5c and 75c

A

CI

Basket

VTA

IHE DA VIS
THE CASH GROCER
Wait for our Openififj.

PEACHES

Per Crate

QOc
VIRGINIA SHEET

POTATOES

3 lbs for

25c

VEGETABLES

of all kinds

Iff

H. YORK
Charles Strpas of New. Oilcans, who
has been a patient at St. Anthony's
since June, died last tMiiisii-"- 1
sanitarium
night. The body is in the care of J.
C. Johnsen & Son, pending instrucship papers showing him to be under
tions from the young man's relatives. the protection of the United Stales.
Father Rabeyrolle said he might not
The Jury commission, which has return to Las Vegas until the close
teen at work for nearly a week com- of the war, when he "might be cov
piling the lists of eligible jurors who ered with scars and military decora
may be drawn during the coming year, tions." The people of the parish of
completed its task this morning at the the Immaculate Conception, of which
court house.
Father Rabeyrolle is pastor, are anxiously awaiting his return.
Late yesterday a break occurred at
the state asylum in the water main
The markers for the
that supplies the West side. A large highway, which were ordered last
crew of men was at work this morn- spring by the county commissioners
ing repairing the damage, but in the through the Automobile Club of Southmeantime the "old town" is entirely ern California, located at San Diego,
cut off from its water supply.
have been delivered at Trinidad, and
the New Mexico section of the trans-co- t
The Boy Scouts will meet at the Y.
inental route will be marked propM. C. A. this evening at 7:30 o'clock.
erly within the next few weeks. AcIt Is expected that several new mem- cording to the contract, the automobers will be enrolled, and the hoys bile club is to furnished the markers
plan for a long hike soon All boys practically at cost and install them.
in Las Vegas who are Interested in The markers are of metal and stand
the Boy Scout movement are cordial- up to a height of about 18 inches. They
ly invited to attend.
are painted red, white and blue and
are practically indestructible. They are
There are other evidences than that equipped with metal bases and are
offered by the calendar that winter solid posts.
Is not far off.,,, Today, on the drying
llres of a cleaning establishment, four
overcoats and two dress suit coats
were waving in the morning zephyrs QUESTION FOR THE
alter their annual dip in the gasoline
DECIDE
PEOPLE-TO
tUb.
...
...
.
Persons wishing a large war map of
Europe, showing all the towns, rivers
and mountains in the theater of war,
should purchase a Sunday Morning
Rocky Mountain News from the agent,
Thomas Lamb. The map will cover
two entire pagis in the paper. Orders
should be given Mr. Lamb tonight or
eirly tomorrow. Adv.

If you intend buying
THING for the home it will
pa.y you to wa.it and see

our lines. EVERYTHING
NEW AND

UP-TO-DAT-

E.

NIFTY PATTERNS and
DESIGNS at PRICES
never before offered you in
Las Vegas. If you want
QUALITY and PRICES it
will pay you to wait a few
da.ys.

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
Phone Verjas 114

511-6t-

h

St.

YESTERDAY

KNOWN HERE

The Commercial club's excursion to
the mesa yesterday afternoon was an
to numbers of Las Vegans
who had not visited the dry farming
district for some time. The visitors
Baw the farmers harvesting crops of
corn that will run from 25 to 40 hush- els to the acre. They saw wheat and
opts that would do credit to a Kansas
or Illinois farm. The excursionists
say they never saw finer farm products raised on any other than irrlgatr
ed lands.
Many of the farmers were engaged
enyesterday in cutting their corn for
the
for
was
interesting
It
silage.
townspeople to see this work done
and it was more Interesting to hear
what can be accompalished with the
use- - of silos. Not the least Important
of these accomplishments is the maintenance of large dairy herds, with a
consequent assured income for the
farmer all winter.
Some samples of mesa corn were
brought to town by the excursionists.
One ear seen by a representative of
The Optic this morning measured 12
inches in length and was about as
big around as one of Jim Flynn's arms.
Among the farmers visited by the ex
cursion were Jacob Regehr, N. S.
L. G. Calhoun, C. C. Rigler, C. D.
Black. David Newcomer and F. D.
Howev Nearly all of these men have
si los, ' recently installed .

n

when
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lv -- jv
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tAX

results are

cer-

tain. Try baking with our
flour and after the first trial
you'll be so sure of good
bread, cake or pastry . that
you'll no longer regard baking as a task but as a pleasure. Order a sack today.
We guarantee every sack
to give satisfaction or give
r
your' money back.

I

w--.

good

t

i

'"

ASK YOUR GROCER

T5he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

tbe Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

We ha.ve on hand the Choicest
of

Fruits and Vegetables.
low as any
According to Quality

Price

un-ah- lo

er

na-th- e,

dark-skinne-

arrest

followed.

When the case came up for hearing, the defendant presented a pitiable sight SHva, who is said to own
his downfall to liquor trembled in
every limb, not so much, apparently,
at the possible consequences of the
ci Ime he had committed as because of
the whiskey. He is thought to have
become morally and mentaly irresHARVEY'S IS OPEN
hlB inordinate
Carriage out Saturday morning. ponsible as a result of
habit.
Adv.
Leave orders at Murphey's.

TIRES AND TUBES

POSTOFFICE FORCE IS
SORRY

THOSE

HUH

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

PASSES

RESOLUTIONS

ING THE DEPARTURE

REGARD--

.

OF

SHOWAL.TER

In connection with the transfer of
from the postoffice
here to the service at South Bend,
Ind., the postoffice officials and employes at the East Las Vegas
adopted a set of resolutions at
their meeting on September 5 expressive of the high regard In which Mr.
Showalter was held by his associates
and the .regret they felt at his. depart
ure. The resolution follows:
'Whereas it has occurred that Earl
S. Showalter after five years of serv-iv- e
as a clerk in the postoffice at
Efist Las Vegas, New Mexico, Is about
to exchange his position to take- serv-iv- e
in the postoffice at South Bend,
Indiana; Therefore we the undersigned officials t the East Las Vegas
postoffice as some evidence of our ap
preciation desire to state.
"First That Mr. Showalter during
a residence of seven years In Las Ve- gaa has proven himself to be a Chris- tion gentleman of high character and
moral worth. By an upright life and
close attention to business he has won
for himself the universal respect and
confidence of the people of the city.
"Second As an employe in the post- ogffice he has been uniformly courteoous and attentive to the patrons of
the office, prompt attention and effi
cient in the discharge of all his duties.
,'ThirdLWe assure him of our
friendship and high regard. And re'
gret that he must leave us, we ex
tend to him our best wishes for hl3
success and commend him to the pec-r'o wherever he may go as a man ful
ly entitled to their fullest confidence."
E. 3. Showalter

n

ALL WORK DONE

AT OUR SHOP

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

GUARANTEED

post-offic- e,

DR. ROBERTS TALKS ABOUT CONSOLIDATION OF STATE INSTITUTIONS

-

Jn an account of a meeting of the
Albuquerque Commercial club Tues-

day evening an Albuquerque paper
quotes A. B. Stroup as saying that Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the
John W. Harris, Jr., who was se- New Mexico Normal University, is
riously hurt in a shotgun accident
working to have all the state institu
evening, was reported today as tions of learning consolidated at three
recovering nicely. Mr, Harris was ex points, Las Vegas, Mesilla Park and
amined this morning by two surgeons, Rcswell. The underlying meaning of
who declared that there was not the Mr.
Stroup's assertion would seem to
slightest indication .of blood poiBoning tave
that president Roberts was
and the patient doubtless would
jealous of the state university,
cover tne run use or nis arm, wnicn wllirh , wufed in Albuaueraue. or
was badly torn by the discharge of the fearful of its growth.
gun. Mr. Harris still is a patient at
When the matter was called to the
the Las Vegas hospital.
attention of Dr. Roberts by a repre
sentative of The Optic, although he
The members of the county road refused to he interviewed at length,
commission, Robert J. Taupert, George he went so far as to say that the quesH. Hunker and Sostenes Delgado, yes- tion of state
school
consolidation,
terday made an automobile trip to which he understood, is being widely
Buxton to view the "Toads in that sec- rgitated throughout New Mexico, was
tion of the county. Some effective one that should be decided by the peo- work upon the highways has been rlae and not by college presidents. Dr.
planned, and a prominent resident of Roberts did not propose any plan for
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Buxton, from whom the settlement consolidation of any of 'the state
Kansas City, September 11. Hogs
was named, has consented to act as schools, but he said he had discussed
Market weak. Bulk
2,000.
supervisor.
the matter with other educators when receipts
heavy
$3.658.15;
$8.909; packers
It was agitated during the session of
and butchers $8. 75 9; lights $3.65
is
Rev. Father A. Rabeyrolle has writ- the last legislature. He
reported,
8.90; pigs $7.508.25. ten to friends from his old home in however, to favor some form of
Cattle, receipts 1,000. Market steady.
Provence,. France. The letter was
Prime fed steers $9.7510.75; dress
time
at
which
penned oij, August 24,
ed beef steers $S9.60; western Bteers
WILSON'S WEEK-ENthe Las Vegas priest was watching
$6.759.25-- ; Blockers and feeders $6
11.
President
the events o the European war with
Washington, Sept.
?.25; ;calves $6.5010.50.
interest He made little mention of Wilson will leave Washington late to
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market higher.
week-ento
at
the
his probable call to join the colors as day
spend the
a member of the reserve, though his summer white house at Cornish, N. Imbs $7.258; yearlings $5.75
letter undoubtedly was written after H. He plans to return to Washing 6.50wethers $5.355.75; ewes $5
5.40.
the arrival In France of his citlzen-- ' ton early Tuesday morning.

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
no

fifvnwMftfil

THE BIG REMODELING SALE
CONTINUES UNABATED!!
t

n

Greater
tt

w

v

values

than have

a

been or will be offered in Las
Vegas FOR YEARS.
(V.

r,

f

a Brass Bed?

Do you want

They are cheaper than Iron
beds now.

G.

3

I OCT
(SIMore
Lifjht for Less Money o
o
BEST
o
o
PRICES
n
n Watt
Watt ii Watt
Watt
COLUMBIA

LAMPS ARE THE
INCANDESCENT
GUARANTEED
LAMPS MADE.

EVERYTHING

ilohnsen
623 Douglas

&

REDUCED

Son.

Avenue
3

J?
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J5
20

II

25
40

Watt
Watt

30q
30c
30c
30c

40c
70c

tit)

100
150

Watt
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$U0
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Prompt Delivery

o
o

Next lo Bridge

fin
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effect that: IF
the price declines the
buyer will have the

LET US
11

amount

Clean
or Dye

the decl'ne

CHAS. ILFELD CO.

Garments
Sleam Laundry

of

refunded.

I

WE CAN PLEASt YOU

Las Verjas
?

Guarantee

the

your old

$1.80

LUDWIG VJrJI.ILFELD

FvPrvtliinJ
in Hardware and Furniture
' -j

to

--

250 Wi'cj

A Written

goes with every car to

MAZDA

J

per cent

off all Brass Beds.

$30.00 Brass Beds
Like above Now $20.00

J.

33

d

VU&i Mala 379

THE GRAAF (tHAYVARD CO.ST0RE

resident
Silva, a long-tim- e
of the West side, pleaded guilty to a
charge of obtaining goods under false
pretenses in the court of Justice Felix
Garcia y Gutierrez this morning, and
was bound over to the grand Jury under $500 bonds, which he had been
to furnish at a late hour today.
Silva, who up to a short time ago
is said to have been an energetic and
capable man, having, at various times;
'Ut'tu court in ici pre w?r, bcuuui iwitvueir
and clerk, wrote an order on M. Dan-zigfor merchandise in the amount
of $1.25, signing the name of Jose E.
Sandoval to the paper. He cashed the
order yesterday afternoou. The forgery was soon discovered and Silva'a
Manuel

.

SOI

At

CRIME

,

Cat-ados- ,

!

BAKING IS A PLEASURE

A

JO

ADMITS SECURING MERCHANDISE
UNDER FALSE

DO-

Upon the request of Sheriff L J.
Koberts of McKinley county. Chief of
Police Coles and Santa, Fe Officer
Brookes last night arrested, Domingo
a passenger ' on Santa Fe
train No. 2. The man was placed in
the city jail, where he will remain until tonight, when Sheriff Roberts will
come here to take charge of him. The
charge against Casados is not known.
When arrested he had $400.05 in his
pockets and was well dressed.,
Sheriff Roberts telegraphed to Chief
Coles yesterday, requesting that he
make the arrest He gave a descrip
tion-o- f
Casados, saying he was a
rather heavy and
peaking good English. The chief and
the Santa Fe officer spotted the man
the minute they saw him.
Casados says he does not know why
he was arrested, as he has committed
no crime. Sheriff Roberts' telegram
failed to mention the charge against
the man. Casados was on the way to
Trinidad and had a ticket for that
city in his possession when arrested.

Bel-de-

.

ANY-

NATURE OF CHARGE AGAINST
MINGO CASADOS IS NOT

eye-open-

Juan Connty

Oeean-to-Ocea-

EXTRA FANCY

Concord

Hotel

GUILTY

ON SANTA FE TRAIN

THIS IS THE OPINION OF EXCURSION VISITORS TO THE MESA

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in vood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

30C

day.

MANUEL SILVA PLEADS

SUSPECT ARRESTED

SAW FINER

COHN ANYWHERE"

San

We offer our patrons aa especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

BUTTER

every

i

VI

,

On Monday and Tuesday. September
14th and 15th, fall millinery opening.
Strass Bonnet Shop. Adv.

OF THE

AS A MEMBER

NEWS

LOCAL

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

M

.ir"1 T'rmwrwm" , "NEVER
Saturday's
Market '

'I M
j

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

'

;

I
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Agents for Tho Ford
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